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Decision over TARS’s new home – Pending… Meet at the ARC.

September Meeting

Thursday September 6th, 2012, 7:00 p.m.
The TARS Meeting Relocation Committee and Board are still pending in their
decision for a permanent business meeting location. For September’s meeting
we are to meet at the American Red Cross facility located at
1115 Easterwood Drive next to the animal shelter. See Page 3…

The Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society meets at 7:00 p.m. on the first
Thursday of every month. You are encouraged to bring friends and family.

September
Sep 6 (Thursday)
- TARS Meeting -

October
Oct 4 (Thursday)
- TARS Meeting -

November
Oct 6 (Saturday)
Spaghetti 100
Oct 20-21
(Sat - Sun)
BSA JOTA

Nov 1 (Thursday)
- TARS Meeting -

SEPTEMBER 2012

Editor’s Message
Meeting Place – ARC
Christmas Party
September’s Speaker
Meeting Photos
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MEETING PLACE!
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TARS Officers
President: Dan Moniz, KI4HGO
Vice President: Mike Maynard, K4ICY
Secretary: Larry Pushor, KI4MAJ
Treasurer: Nick Adams, W4EAF

TARS Committees:
Repeater Trustee #1: Randy Pierce, AG4UU
Repeater Trustee #2: Vacant
Newsletter Editor: Mike Maynard, K4ICY
Equipment Manager: Steve Welsh, AD4E
Education: Phil Ashler, N4IPH
Testing Coordinator: Alan Terrell, N4KGT
Webmaster: Melissa Raulston
Public Information Officer: Vacant

When it boils down to it, the newsletter is not my baby alone. I'm just the guy that puts it together and presses
"send". It's really a collaborative venue for the talents and interests of our hams in the club. Many are not able to attend
the business meetings and are not able to enjoy the various programs put on by the speakers. The newsletter works to
bring the meetings them vicariously. The Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society isn't just a once a month meeting and
presentation, we're radio support for bike and foot races; we're a communications backup for local served agencies.
We're a public service organization. We're mentoring for youth and new hams just discovering the radio hobby. TARS
is a lot of things and The Printed Circuit is as a reflection of those numerous attributes and aspirations.
Please feel free to print out and pass around copies. Leave them at doc's offices and barber shops and post them on
your web pages. Encourage more hams to get involved! Do you have some good ham advice, a funny story, an ad
request for something to sell, or some technical insight you're itching to share. Please send it my way! Officially, the
due date for article submission is the 15th of the month, but you really have up to a week prior to the next business
meeting. You DON'T have to be a ham nor a TARS member to contribute to, or to receive the newsletter.
…as long as it has something to do with our hobby.
Oh... and if you or someone you know wants to speak or provide the presentation for one of the upcoming TARS
meetings - let me know ASAP. Enjoy the newsletter!
73, Mike Maynard, K4ICY k4icy@arrl.net
(TARS VP/Editor)
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Since I've been graced with the mantle of responsibility as editor, I might as well make the best of it. Some of the
goals I have in mind for improvements include; More features, more opportunities for our fellow hams to contribute - to
be Elmers to the masses, so to speak, More timely information concerning TARS events, and more resources for your
station operation. My desire is that it becomes a publication that earns a better sense of universal ownership from the
club members in general, as well as a publication that is attractive enough so that hams find themselves sharing it with
other hams and copies find their way to folks well outside of our area. …In effect - a “TARS magazine”. Yes, those are
lofty goals, but I don't think they're all that impossible. We hams are a pretty resourceful bunch.

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

I certainly hope you enjoy this extended edition of The Printed Circuit. I didn't expect to
become the newsletter editor on top of serving as vice president, but the job has certainly
grown on me. I appreciate the increased interest in the publication and the gracious
efforts of the contributing editors. The newsletter has proven to be somewhat of a time
consumer for me, but I hope the end result ultimately reflects the love for the hobby from
myself and the club members. Before taking on the newsletter, MS Word was an
application I was actually inexperienced with, but now I can say I've had good practice
with it and if anything, two decades of working as a graphic designer could only help.
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From The K4TLH News Room…
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TARS Business Meeting • Moving to a New Location - but not just yet…
th

We have been invited to meet (the first Thursday of the month at 7:00 PM - September 6 ) at the Capital

Area Chapter of the American Red Cross. The committee formed to find a more permanent location for the
TARS business meetings is still wading through a few available location options and is not ready, as of yet,
to make a standing decision. Of course, an announcement will be made when things are finalized.
For September, stop on by and take
advantage of a great opportunity to
visit the home of one of our long-timed
served agencies.

December is just around the corner!
It’s time for club members to consider plans for the upcoming TARS Christmas Party (or “Holiday Party” for the
th
secular folk – call it what you like) which will most likely be held the first Thursday of December (on the 6 ). This
should be seen as a celebration of our hobby and recognition for a year of hard work and service to our community.
There are many important considerations for the event which will require the formation of committees. Here are a few
items that should be brought up as soon as September’s business meeting:
•

Place - We need to either book space for the event at a local restaurant, or use our meeting location.

•
•
•

Food – If not provided by a restaurant, should we have the event catered? Should we do a “potluck”?
New Ham of the Year Award – Do we have a ham (licensed under three years) that deserves recognition?
The TARS and Feathers Award – A prestigious recognition of the ham considered an invaluable asset to the
TARS organization and amateur radio in general. This committee is formed by the prior years’ recipients.
Door Prizes – Bring in the reps! Useful ham shack items make great prizes. No hats PLEASE!

•

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

TARS Event Planning • 2012 Christmas Party

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Look forward to seeing you there!

SEPTEMBER 2012

The Tallahassee ARC is located on
1115 Easterwood Drive (off of Capital
Circle NE, just south of Hwy 90)
immediately next to the animal shelter
and in the vicinity of Tom Brown Park,
the National Guard armory, and the
new county dispatch facility.
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September’s Speaker • Gerry Gross, WA6POZ
Working 10 Meters • 10-10 International
The coming Winter of 2012-2013 will mark the peak of sunspot cycle 24.
From roughly September 2012 to March 2013 propagation on 10 meters will be
most active, making it the among the best and easiest bands on HF to work DX.
Gerry will review some ‘DXpeditions’ that took place at the bottom of the cycle
(2006-2008), to show that even at the bottom there is activity on 10 meters. He’ll
then review the various operating modes and sub-bands available, and also
preview some of the upcoming QSO parties and contests that will take place
during this prime peak period. As former president of ‘10-10’, Gerry will wrap
things up with a presentation about this time honored organization dedicated to
10 meters, which is celebrating its 50th year in amateur radio service!

The NWS, WX4TAE, and the SKYWARN storm spotting program were the hot topics of August’s TARS
business meeting presentation. Dave Barton, AI4GF, and Stewart Chandler, KG4GOJ, entreated the club
attendees to a first-hand recount of adverse weather dynamics and an education on amateur radio’s vital
partnership with the NWS. Trained hams may provide timely reports from the field as well as staffing the
WX4TAE weather station. For hams in our area, consideration for participation in these services is vital.
See the next page for an in-depth article on Storm Spotting plus links, frequencies, and contact information.

Dave, AI4GF, gave the club a run-down on the National
Weather Service of Tallahassee and the role of ham
volunteers working for the WX4TAE amateur radio
weather station - a valuable resource to the NWS when
adverse weather strikes.

Stewart, KG4GOJ, taught us about the SKYWARN storm
spotting program and basics on the ability for ham radio
operators and non-hams alike to be the “eyes and ears”
of the NWS in the field - often seeing trouble such as
funnel clouds even before Doppler RADAR is able to!
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SKYWARN / WX4TAE / National Weather Service Presentation

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Gerry’s presentation will be held 7:00 PM, Thursday September 6th at the American Red Cross facility
located at 1115 Easterwood Drive next to the animal shelter.

SEPTEMBER 2012

If you’re a Tech or new to 10 meters you’ll want to attend this presentation and are encouraged to read
the included articles about getting on HF (particularly 10 meters) by both K4SBZ and K4ICY.
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Storm Spotting
The amateur radio community provides support to the National
Weather Service (NWS) office in Tallahassee during severe weather
events. The local NWS office provides a ham station, call sign WX4TAE,
which has an HF rig, a VHF/UHF rig and a packet station. The local ham
radio community provides operators for these stations during severe
weather. In addition, many ham radio operators participate in the
SKYWARN weather spotting program run by the NWS.

As you gain experience as a weather spotter, you may want to learn how
to be a mobile weather spotter, following safely behind severe storms to
report damage.
More information can be found at www.ai4gf.com and this web site also lets you know if
WX4TAE is currently activated. An Adobe Acrobat version of Stewart’s presentation on Storm
Spotting is also available at the above web site.
Dave Barton, AI4GF
Asst. District Emergency Coordinator for NWS, Capital District ARES
Stewart Chandler, KG4GOJ
District Emergency Coordinator for NWS, Georgia
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If you would like to participate more actively, go to the NWS website
(www.srh.noaa.gov/tae) and click on the SKYWARN link on the left side. You
can take an on-line course at your own pace to learn the basics of weather
spotting. These courses will train you on how to properly identify significant
weather events and will help you provide high-quality reports to the NWS
office.

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

How can you help? If nothing else, just turn your radio on during severe weather events and
monitor your local repeater. The WX4TAE monitors 147.03 MHz in the Tallahassee area, 147.185
in south Georgia as well as 3.950 MHz on HF. Let us know if you have large hail, trees down,
unusual flooding, power outage, and any sort of tornado-type rotating clouds. If the WX4TAE
station is not operating, call your reports in to the Tallahassee NWS office at 850-942-8833.
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When activated, the WX4TAE station operators relay severe weather reports from the ham
community to the NWS meteorologists. The operators also provide weather updates back to the
ham operators as workload allows. Very often these reports come from ham operators operating
mobile, perhaps to and from work. These real-time, on the ground reports are very valuable to the
NWS meteorologists. Due to limitations of weather RADAR such as that caused by the earth’s
curvature and attenuation of radar signals, the meteorologists have a great need for on the ground
confirmation of severe weather and are very appreciative of the reports they receive from us.
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Eyeball QSO’s • The Official Final Gathering at St. Francis
Photos from the August 2nd TARS Meeting

(Really!)
Enthusiastic visitors…

A packed house for one last meeting at St. Francis of Assisi Episcopal

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

Always alert and ready
to battle even the most
boring of meetings!

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

…welcome aboard!

Chuck, AI4
A,
and his legendary
64oz Giga-Gulp…

SEPTEMBER 2012

The TARS meeting convenes in the great outdoors
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Morse Code Presentation at Museum of Florida History

Gerry also provided a general overview of Amateur Radio. About 12 people participated,
including five children.

FCC Tells Congress No Need to Pre-empt CC&Rs
The FCC has submitted to Congress its report on the uses and capabilities of Amateur Radio service communications in
emergencies and disaster relief. Comments and recommendations of the Amateur Radio community about its ability to respond to
disaster situations were solicited earlier this year and this report is their summary of those inputs. The FCC has told Congress that
there is "no compelling reason" for it to revisit its previous decisions not to extend its limited pre-emption of restrictive state and local
antenna laws to private land use regulations. The full report can be found at:
http://transition.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/Daily_Business/2012/db0820/DA-12-1342A1.pdf.

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

He also described how the telegraphers during the
Civil War encrypted the messages using the
Jefferson Wheel. Gerry provided exercises for the
group to decode a message and to translate their
names into Morse code. Stan demonstrated how a
modern Rebel (or Yankee) spy would transmit a
report using an Amateur Radio HT. Each child was
able to contact “HQ,” operated from home by
Elizabeth Zawrotny, K4EAZ, and send a scouting
report about troop deployments and receive a message to be delivered to “General Robert E. Lee.”

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Gerry focused on the history of
Morse code and its relationship
to the Civil War, describing the
early 1844 American Morse
code and distinguishing it from
the modern day International
Morse Code.
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On Saturday, August 11, Gerry Gross, WA6POZ, and Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ, presented a Morse code
program for children ages ranging from 5-10 at the Museum of Florida History as part of the Family History
Mystery Program.
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It’s Time For Spaghetti!
Capital City Cyclists • Spaghetti 100
th

HUNGRY for spaghetti and ham radio adventure?
Ham volunteers are to meet at 7:30 AM at the Miccosukee Community Center
for coordination and assignments.
Please contact Larry Pushor, KI4MAJ, at KI4MAJ@arrl.net if you can help.
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Some of the riders will take off at 7:30 a.m.
from the Miccosukee Community Center.
The riders will be back by 4:30 pm with the
most of them riding in by 2:30. To cover the
route well we will need about 15 to 20
volunteers depending on how long
individuals can work the event. This is a
great event and a very good exercise for new
and veteran hams. It is early yet, but please
mark your calendar and let us know as soon
as possible if you can help work this event,
either for a few hours or for the day.
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The bad news is that the Thomasville club will not be able to help us as they have a prior
commitment and the ride is mostly in Georgia. So we’ll need extra ham volunteers from TARS to
cover the route. The good news is that all ham volunteers are invited to help eat the plentiful
spaghetti supper at the finish of the ride.
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The bicycling event, Spaghetti 100, is slated for Saturday, October 6 , rain or shine.
The Capital City Cyclists have again asked for our assistance. It will be a 100 mile / 100 kilometer
ride starting in Miccosukee, going over the state line through Metcalf, then Thomasville, and over
through Boston, Georgia which is the turnaround point. On the way back, back over the state line
again, they’ll go through Monticello and back to Miccosukee where the CCC provides a delicious
spaghetti supper with all the trimmings. There’ll also be an off-road route which has gained in
popularity.
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Jamboree On The Air

You Have Rights! • Contact Alan, W1ABT
If you work HF, you know firsthand how radio frequency interference (RFI) can render your received signals useless!
If you’re getting bad ‘buzzes’ and arcing noises that you cannot eliminate even when you cut your home’s main power,
chances are the interference is coming from the city utilities power system. Aging lightning arrestors and insulators are
often the cause of strong RFI. These issues cause inefficiencies in power distribution and hit the utility’s bottom-line, so
they don’t want them either! When a disaster strikes and you are called, will your station be operating at the optimal
condition required to reliably get the message across? The FCC is aware of this concern, so by law; when a QRM
interference issue is raised, either concerning RFI from the local utilities, a commercial establishment, or a neighbor,
they will give the offending party 30 calendar days to comply and remedy the issue or be faced with large fines.
In the spirit of “good amateur practice”; don’t hesitate or reside to a passive stance concerning RFI! Before raising
alarm, you (as a ham) should do your part to eliminate all possibilities of interference to and from appliances and wiring
in your own residence. In the process, if you discover RFI between your station and your neighbor’s residence, use
good technical practice and diplomacy representative of the amateur radio avocation when mitigating the RFI.
The City of Tallahassee Utilities Department is on your side and they do know that you and your station will be there
for them in an emergency event. On the same token; "In the event of power outages…lineworkers are prepared to
work around the clock, and in dangerous conditions, to ensure the safe, reliable delivery of electricity," (Electric Utility
G.M. Rob McGarrah). The city will diligently work to remedy your power utilities RFI issues.
All you need to do is ask.
Alan Torledsky, W1ABT, will work with city officials on your behalf. Contact Alan at torledsky@msn.com

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

RF Interference From Local Utilities?

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

The major factor required here is participation from both local Scout leaders and good hams with ties to the local
Scouting organizations, the youth, and those in the community. JOTA can’t happen without Scouts – and without
scouts TARS will not have a JOTA. TARS needs an organizer for the event. Those of you with connections to the
local area Scouting community will be key to its success. Volunteers are required that are willing to have fun that day
and Elmer some youth in the process. If all else fails, there may be a possibility for TARS to incorporate non-Scouts
into an ad-hoc youth event. If you are the right ham for the job for JOTA coordinator contact the TARS presidency at
TallyAmateurRadio@gmail.com
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The Jamboree-on-the-Air, called the “JOTA”, is an annual Scouting event that
uses amateur radio to link Boy and Girl Scouts around the world, around the
nation, and in your own community. Held on the third full weekend of October
each year, this worldwide jamboree requires no travel, other than to the local
TARS JOTA station.
The World Scout Bureau reported that the 2011 JOTA had nearly 750,000 Scout
participants from over 6,000 amateur radio stations! This is a great opportunity
to be an ‘Elmer’ and to encourage bright and eager youth to learn more about our
hobby. Be an Elmer – Be a leader!
The 2012 JOTA event is just two months away. Is TARS going to show?
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Get To Know Randy Pierce • A QSO with AG4UU
With Nick Adams, W4EAF

Randy Pierce, AG4UU (Amateur Extra), as TARS’s Repeater Trustee, has been keeping the
club repeaters on the air for many years now. His ability to repair, renovate, patch, update, obtain
parts & pieces, and even entire transceivers is legendary. While on a voluntary hurricane
deployment, he noticed a large number of FEMA trailers parked in a field. An inquiry was
answered with “You need one?” He picked out a brand new unit, went to Mississippi and towed it
back to Leon County. This trailer is now well on the way to becoming the club’s portable EOC,
Field Day headquarters and ad-hoc clubhouse, in lieu of any other suitable location. All the
equipment from the old van will be installed in the trailer under Randy’s careful supervision.

and to the State EOC. He has just finished updating the 47 MHz radio system which provides
communications for District inspection and repair vehicles. The Motorist Aid Callbox system along
the roadway on Interstates also comes under his care.

Randy served in the US Navy, retiring from the
Naval Reserve as a Senior Chief Petty Officer. He
was a crew chief on the P-3 Orion sub hunter aircraft
for many years. His aircraft once intercepted a Soviet
bomber during the Cold War era, and a flag
celebrating that event hangs in his office.

He is

married to Lauren, and has two children,
Catherine and Jacob.
Be sure and express your thanks to Randy for all
his hard work and devotion to keeping our radios on the air and ready for use. He expends many
hours on behalf of the club; let’s be sure he knows we appreciate his service.
Nick, W4EAF w4eaf@bellsouth.net
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statewide microwave system which transfers data and video between traffic management centers

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Transportation in the Office Of The State Traffic Engineer. He has responsibility for the FDOT’s
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Randy works as the Telecommunications Administrator for the Florida Department Of
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Technicians Can Operate On HF Too
by Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ

But, you say “it’s expensive”… Well, not necessarily.
There are several ways to get on the air on HF without
breaking the bank. There are a lot of good used transceivers
available through eBay and estate sales. They may not be
shiny and new with all the modern bells and whistles, but
they’ll get you on the air! Another very inexpensive way to go
is kit-building. You can buy many complete QRP (low-power)
transceiver kits for under $100.
Oh, and another reason for trying HF:
You might just decide you like it enough to go for your General ticket!

Stan, K4SBZ K4SBZ.Stan@Gmail.com
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Why operate on HF? There are many reasons, which I’ll go into in depth in another article. But briefly, your
HF station can not only reach other stations in your own town, but all over the nation – and in fact, all over
the world which is called ‘DX’! You can participate in contests, operate with many other modes, get involved
in DIY and kit-building and expand your horizons in many other ways.
You don’t have to start out all by yourself – Many more experienced hams with HF stations are available to
be your ‘Elmer’ and show you the ropes. With their help, you’ll not only learn about ‘what all those buttons
do’, but what to say and do when you’re on the air. Your fellow hams can also help you install your station,
set up your radio and get your antenna up in the air.

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Many Technicians are already aware of their 10 meter operating
privileges. Technicians may operate CW from 28.0 to 28.3 MHz
and can even operate on phone from 28.3 to 28.5 MHz. With the
10 meter band opening regularly with the current sunspot cycle,
there are plenty of opportunities for you to work some good DX in
the coming months. For more on that, be sure to attend the
September TARS meeting to hear Gerry Gross, WA6POZ, talk
about Ten-Ten, which is devoted to 10 meters.
Technicians can also operate on 15, 40 and 80 meters on CW.
Now don’t groan. CW is not dead or boring.
As a matter of fact, it is claimed that there is a recent increase in interest in operating CW. Mike, K4ICY, had
a fine article in last month’s newsletter on CW and recommends LCWO.net as the place to go to learn it.
Go back and check out Mike’s article if you missed it.
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Do you have a Technician Class license? Did you know you could
operate on HF? Many Technicians think that they can only operate
on VHF and UHF, but that is not true. If you look at the HF band
allocation plan, you will see several places where a Technician is
allowed to legally operate.
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From The Freezer
Not-so-thawed Elmer novelties and other frozen treats from Mike Maynard, K4ICY
Are you a newer ham? Is "ham radio" to you just HT's and local repeaters? Then this month's From The Freezer is
directed towards you. This article is not an authoritative tutorial but rather, a little push in the right direction. ...to setting
up your first HF station. In future editions, I'd like to not only focus on some of the more simple aspects of doing this,
but on many other topics that any budding radio operator may find useful. Some of you newer hams do have HF
aspirations, and it's only a matter of time before you’re up and running with your very own shack. However, a few of
you simply need to cross a few barriers; some physical, but some are needlessly mental. Let's explore a few:
1) "It's expensive." - It can be, but it doesn't have to be. As K4SBZ mentioned previously, there are used radios
and QRP kits that can alleviate these cost issues. The simplest solution is to allow an Elmer to let you work their
station (Elmers - defined below). Cost is not as big of an issue as you might expect.

"Where do I start?", you ask. …With education. Your General License can’t be granted, or course, until you’ve
studied the manual. And in the same vein, you can’t properly get on the air with your General ticket until you
understand the procedures and rules. To start from the beginning, let's start with term "HF". It stands for "High
Frequency", or "the High Frequency band". It's the allocation of frequencies that run between 1.8 MHz and 29.68 MHz.
Radio frequencies in this range have the special property of bouncing off the Earth’s ionosphere allowing you to reach
far distances - across the nation and around the globe. You'll need to learn the basics of radio propagation first. Then
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4) "I'm just fine with my HT." - Really? (Why are you a ham then?) The fact of the matter is that you might
simply be lacking the experiences that bring on a desire and appreciation for other aspects of the hobby such as HF.
For instance; many hams are initially apprehensive to using SSB or digital modes, but once they are taught how to use
them and given the opportunity to get on the air a dozen times, you’ll see these once shy operators become avid
experts. Was it expertise they developed by repetition? Not really. Actually, it was most likely the good feelings they
developed from meeting like-minded folks on the air and the memory of the good conversations they had. Why do
hams love their hobby? It's not the gear, or the interest in the technical aspects, but the relationships with the people
they met. Amateur Radio is a true social medium.

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

3) "I've got deed-restrictions and covenants; they won't allow me to put up antennas." - With the increase in
CC&R-restricted communities, it is becoming more likely that the average ham will have these “no antenna
installations” rules in their neighborhoods. There are many ways around these restrictions. Many hams deal with them
constantly, and still manage to get on the air. Like a sport, surpassing challenges like these carry their own rewards.
There are many articles and even books on stealth antennas and several companies sell discrete antenna solutions.
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2) "It's complicated." - The directive from the FCC rules state that the ham radio avocation is an ever-learning
hobby where skills are constantly increased and continued education is the goal. You passed the Tech test didn't you?
The General and Extra test are simply continuations and require not much more than persistence to achieve those
upgrades. Your Elmers are willing to share their years of knowledge and experience and will be your best teachers.
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you'll have to learn about the different operating modes and signal types, as well as the procedures when making
contacts (or "QSO"'s) and the regulations required by both the law and "gentleman's agreements." The General
License manuals are your best source to garner an initial grasp on the subject of HF operation. Once you have a radio
installed with a resonant antenna, even with very little power, you are in fact able to communicate around the world.
There is also the wealth of learning and resources available in the various magazines and books published on the
subject.
Are you expected to learn all of these procedures, rules and regs, and technical stuff yourself? Of course not!
You NEED an "Elmer"! An “Elmer” is the nickname of anyone that is a mentor in the hobby. Your Elmer should not only
willing to "show you the ropes", but be there to help you get the experience and knowledge needed to not only set up
your own station but get on the air yourself with confidence. Consider logging time at an Elmer's station. Every longtime ham will tell you that they had an Elmer or two that would let them get on the air as they were learning how to be
a ham themselves. The "Book" is simply not enough and this hobby requires a lot of "on the job training."

After you get your ‘rig’, then you’ll have to get ahold of the rest of the gear; an antenna,
antenna tuner, BALUN, power supply, cables and etc… Getting into a full description of each
station accessory would fill a book. Many articles are written in periodicals such as QST, CQ,
and World Radio Online just for the purpose of covering these details. It’s a hobby for the
sake of the hobby, of course. But you have to start somewhere. I would like to restate that
there is no need for a new ham or “HT-only ham” to feel apprehensive about trying out HF.
There are many seasoned hams willing to walk you through it all and provide ample guidance.
I encourage you to give HF a chance; you may find yourself becoming an “HF ham”!
The TARS club has an occasional Get On The Air Day and the yearly Field Day in late June. At these events you'll
often see small stations set up by myself and others in the club - Stop on by!

73! DE Mike, K4ICY k4icy@arrl.net
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If you're starting off in HF you should make sure that your rig is able to do both Single Side Band (USB/LSB)
voice and Continuous Wave (CW or a Morse Code signal), and it should come with a microphone, so you don't have to
worry about finding that later. "How much power should it have?" Most mode modern rigs come with 100 Watts PEP
standard, or what they call 'barefoot' power. This is more than sufficient power to get you around the globe easily. But
even 1 or 10 Watts can get you far. Low-power communication is called 'QRP' and many enjoyable contacts are made
all the time by QRP enthusiasts. By the way, QRP rigs often come in kit form and cost anywhere from $50-$250.
However, taking this route may require previous electronics and kit-building experience. For the purpose of this article,
if you are new to the game I suggest finding a basic 100 Watt rig with basic features that (basically) works.

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

"What kind of rig do I get and where do I get it from?" These are good questions for your Elmer, but let's cover
the basics. Even a new mobile rig fresh out of the box will cost you no less than $800. "New" may not be the best
choice for the “new” ham. There are many used rigs out there with much lower price tags, even in the $200-$400
range. eBay and Craig's List are good places to look if you can manage bids and mystery sellers, but believe it or not,
there may be a few members of your local club that have rigs in need of a good home, even for very little scratch. This
may be your time to consider that hamfest or swapmeet trip. You'll get quite an education when surrounded by
hundreds of hams with similar interests. If you need to run a digital mode, then you'll have to procure something a little
more modern, but if voice or CW is fine for you, then don't worry about the age of the rig and how antiquated its
circuitry is. Make sure that it works and avoid purchasing any rig sold under the banner of "As Is" or "Needs Repair". If
it comes with tube type circuitry (tubes look like cylindrical light bulbs with metal parts inside), don't be afraid to
consider this option. You can enjoy using a tube rig and be comfortably on the air with only a little extra training. Many
hams feel that tube rigs sound better on the air anyways, and some come with more power output. They ‘glow in the
dark’ too! The Printed Circuit newsletter will also publish your requests for station equipment – just ask.
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As you'll know by this point – you’ll need a 'rig' (the term used for a transceiver radio). Don't sweat the small
stuff for now; concentrate on the big items first. If you get your ‘rig’ then you’re halfway there!
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Some Thoughts About Ham Radio
by Phil Ashler, N4IPH

I know this is just one story of how a friend or family member
encouraged another potential ham to work on his/her license,
but I’m sure (if you think back) you had a friend or family
member to thank for your introduction to the hobby – or, a
friend or family member has you to thank. Today, with the
proliferation of so many new and powerful modes of
communication and so many added distractions it is even
more of a challenge to encourage someone to earn an
Amateur license. A number of young people would rather
“text” or use programs like Skype to talk around the world on
their phones. Using “old fashioned” technology like radios is
nearly an alien concept to them. Even more foreign to their
thoughts is what would happen if the cell system or the Internet went down!

Hopefully we still have a chance…

de Phil, N4IPH philashler@comcast.net
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Read more about Pete and his remote cabin location at http://kl1hbalaska.wordpress.com/about/
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In an earlier article in the August 2012 edition of QST - a young ham, Anthony, KB3DVS, was concerned about his dad
was living in a remote area of Alaska. The dad had neither access to phone nor internet service and was encouraged
by his son to study and earn his Amateur License in January of 2002. Today Amateur Radio is an important part of his
dad’s life. Pete, KL1HB (the “dad”), decided to write a short article for QST entitled “Why Are We Hams ?” Pete
discusses his real need for communication a number of years ago when he lived in a remote 16’ x 20’ cabin. His only
access for communication with his family was a telephone in the nearest town which included a 130 mile round trip in
the bargain. It took him nearly 6 years and constant pressure from his son to convince him to earn his General Class
license, including the then required Morse Code element.
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One of the first sections I check when I receive my ARRL QST magazine in the mail. Yes, I still like to look through
the “paper version”. The QuickStats found near the back of the issue was of particular interest to me, and the August
2012 had some interesting stats. One stat that hit home was: “How Were You Introduced To Amateur Radio?”
Several months ago I wrote a short article on this subject in the newsletter based on this article found in QST.
In this stats list; the top three influences for those polled that brought them into the hobby were:
1. Through a friend
2. By listening to a scanner or shortwave radio
3. Through a family member.
At the low end of the scale were; through a website at 1% of those polled, radio, TV and newspaper at 1%, seeing
hams operate at a public event at 3%. Those not listed as an option comprised 21%.
Are we encouraging new Hams to enter the hobby in the most efficient way? We advertise our classes & events on
“websites” and in the local newspaper but are we really only reaching just the 1% of our area’s potential Amateur
Radio operators? If the stats from the ARRL are correct - we need to “talk up” Amateur Radio to our family and
friends, maybe then we could reach the 18% - 32% cache of potential hams.
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Huntsville Hamfest Report
Submitted by: Nick Adams, W4EAF

As a veteran of many trips to Orlando and Dayton, I decided to
check out the annual event in Huntsville, Alabama. It takes about
7 hours, or a little more, depending on how long it takes to stop
and eat, buy fuel, etc. The drive from Havana is four-lane all the
way, and traffic was moderate, except near the larger cities.

By going a day early, I visited the
Huntsville Space and Rocket museum.
They have a Saturn standing up, at 383’
easily visible from the Interstate. There
is also a building with a Saturn
disassembled on its side, which was
fascinating to see. It takes several hours
to go through the entire facility; the
admission fee was $20.00.
This event is well worth the time to
visit. I recommend a trip to anyone who
likes radio and rockets.

Nick, W4EAF w4eaf@bellsouth.net
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There were a good number of prizes, both hourly and a grand
prize of a Ten-Tec transceiver. An Embassy Suites hotel is located
adjacent, with a covered walkway to the convention center. Rooms were just over $100; I was told there
were some more economical hotels in the area. Huntsville is a center for many small industrial firms which
support the rocket and missile industry. There are an abundance of restaurants close to the location, even
a Ruth’s Chris steakhouse in the hotel.
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I noticed a lot of older radio equipment at the tables, and the
other offerings were mostly radio related with plenty of interesting
artifacts related to ham radio. Computer equipment was scarce.
One estate sale featured over 50 microphones, many looked NOS,
and all were going for reasonable prices.
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The Hamfest is held in a modern, air-conditioned convention
center. All the flea market tables are indoors as well. The multiple
restrooms are clean and close. It is a Saturday-Sunday event. All
the major radio manufacturers were represented. Several large
vendors had large displays with an excellent selection of product
for sale. While the displays were not as large as Orlando, the
variety was sufficient to easily thin your bank account.
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Leon County ARES Plan
The Leon County ARES (Amateur Radio Emergency Service) staff, under the
guidance of Alan Torledsky, W1ABT, has been working to revise the Leon County
ARES Emergency Event Communications Plan. The plan provides detailed information
about what amateurs should do in an emergency situation. With addition and training of
new ARES volunteers a little more time is needed for finalization. Once completed, it will
be distributed to all area radio amateurs.

D-RATS Training and Statewide Test
August 11th, 2012 • D-RATS – Another Tool in the EmComm Toolbox
The FL-EOC hosted a conference room and tour for those attending the D-RATS training presentation for the Leon
County ARES amateurs. A short business meeting was conducted prior to the training of nineteen ARES members
who brought their laptops. The latest version of D-RATS (v o.3.3) was downloaded on-site.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of Dan Smith’s, KK7DS D-Rats communications software and the benefits of using this program for
EmComm communications.
Explanation on how multiple served agencies and ARES teams can share the local frequency or dedicated
D-Rat reflector to pass large traffic volumes.
All Participants are to download or be current with the D-RATS (v 0.3.3) software.
Explanation of the operational versatility of the D-RATS software: PC’s to PC’s via Internet, D-STAR radio through the
Internet by D-STAR repeaters, and between D-STAR radios via simplex channels.
Explanation of D-RATS file sharing – the ability to send/receive pictures and documents including ICS and ARRL
message handling forms.
Explanation of the messaging requirements needed by served agencies before the messages can be accepted and
answered.
Explanation that Winlink2K and standard emailing can be implemented.
At this meeting, time wasn’t available to demonstrate these features.

Table-Top Exercise:
ARES member (stations) demonstrated the passing of traffic between each station using keyboard, chatting, creating
group “channels”, and sending messages, forms, and files.
In anticipation of heavy com traffic in the upcoming statewide D-RATS test, six members changed their station
callsigns to the tactical designations of “KA4EOC-1” through “6” to handle EOC messages.
Each member was asked to acknowledge any incoming contact in random fashion as quickly as possible.
If an incoming contact had traffic for the FL-EOC, that operator would then deal with that request and drop out of
rotation of answering contacts. The operators would deal with the request until traffic was cleared, then get back into
rotation. One operator was assigned to monitor 46C D-STAR reflector for voice traffic.
At one point, another operator was added to help with the data traffic. Midway through the test, everyone agreed the
channel system is the way to operate and that the D-RATS software allows for good control of the type of heavy traffic
encountered during an emergency event. The operators tried to acknowledge each of the 72 contacts that participated
in the test from around the state.
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Goals and Objectives:
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Farley Light, AE4KJ • Dave Barton, AI4GF • Mike Maynard, K4ICY • James Montague, K4IMO • Sal Martocci, K4YFW
• Erik Brooks, KC4NVU • Art Yarbrough, KG4YZE • Robert Lyons, KI4BLI • Nick Simoncini, KI4FTK • Larry Pushor,
KI4MAJ • Paul Eakin, KJ4G (SM) • John Flynn, KK4BOB • Jonathan Liedy, KK4JWK • Alan Terrell, N4KGT • Bob
Maiden, NS4G • Alan Torledsky, W1ABT (EC) • David Miner, W4SKG • Dave Davis, WA4WES • Donna Barker,
WQ4M
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Those in Attendance at the EOC: (Alphabetically listed by callsign)
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Results:
This test demonstrated that in a real event, channelization would be employed in an emcomm operation. For example:
Marion County would be assigned a channel, as well as Orange County, and so forth.
This exercise showed that stations set up at hospitals, served agencies, or localized events may require several, if not
more, operators using the channelization capability of D-RATS to handle crucial traffic.
Eleven voice (DV) users also used reflector-46C which is the dedicated reflector for the FL-EOC.
During emergencies the D-Rats “Ratflector”: (cfl.ratflector.net) is dedicated for the use of the Florida EOC radio room.
It is available 24/7 for general use, training, and all levels of emergencies.
All the information on how to load and use this service is on www.arrl-nfl.org website.
Everyone was encouraged to be registered on the US Root Server as there may be a time when a D-RATS user may
have route their traffic through the D-STAR system. Hospital groups, Jump teams, Red Cross shelter teams and and
local EmComm responders should look into this mode for data movement in their organizations.
Reference URL’s:
www.dstarusers.org
www.nefl-dstar.com

Special Appreciation to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bill Stoye, K2WHS, Director of Communications, FL-EOC for providing access to the operations center for the Leon
County ARES amateurs to meet and receive training.
James (KIMO) Montague, K4IMO for his hospitality and being part of the training.
The 72 amateur radio operators throughout the State and several from other states who helped test the D-Rats system for
the FL-EOC.
The 11 amateurs who checked in on REF46C DV.
Alan, W1ABT, EC Leon County for getting his folks involved in learning about another toll for the tool box.
Donna, WQ4M, ASM Data Base Manager for assisting these amateurs in getting started on D-Rats.
The Leon County ARES team - for participating in this learning and testing exercise.

73,
Paul L. Eakin, KJ4G@arrl.org
NFL SM
850-591-0442

Leon County ARES Volunteers Needed
Leon County ARES is in need of AEC’s (Assistant Emergency Coordinators) and volunteers. Are you
interested in emcomm? Would you like to use your talents and radio skills to assist Leon county agencies
like LCSO and the ARC when disaster strikes? Consider the rewards of helping save the day… AEC’s work
directly for the EC (Alan Torledsky, W1ABT) and can provide invaluable assistance in the specific fields that
would best use their skills: such as organizing, working with local law enforcement, and providing life-saving
links within the local hospital system. The EC will work within your availability; however, you must be willing
to train and to be ready when duty calls.
To learn more or to volunteer, contact Alan Torledsky at torledsky@msn.com
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www.d-rats.danplanet.com

www.cfldsg.org
www.dstarinfo.com
or www.d-rats.com
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(Note) the NFL DataBase is on this site.
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www.arrl-nfl.org
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Long Time TARS Member Is Silent Key

Electronics Innovator Passes
Hans Camenzind, the inventor of the 555 timer IC

Hans Camenzind, (San Francisco, CA) the Swiss émigré analog guru who invented one of the most
successful circuits in electronics history and introduced the concept of phase-locked loop to IC design,
passed away age of 78. The news was reported August 15 by Sergio Franco, an emeritus professor of
electrical engineering at San Francisco State University. Camenzind’s device continues to have a remarkable
influence in so many electronic circuit designs. In the world of ham radio a common use of 555 timers are
those used on repeaters for ID'er, Time-Out-Timers, Drop-Out Delay, Code Practice Oscillators, and many
numerous uses in home-brew projects and other applications useful to the hobby.
An obituary appeared in EE Times. See: http://www.eetimes.com/electronics-news/4394166/HansCamenzind-dies

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT
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David Vincent Kerns, KD4CAF, passed away on Saturday, August 11, 2012 at 95 years of age. Although
born in Salt Lake City, Utah, he’s been a Florida resident for many years. David received his law degree
from the University of Florida in 1937. He worked in all three branches of Florida government over the
years. He served in the US Army during World War II. He was active in many local organizations,
including TARS and the Tallahassee Model Railroad Club. David's life was marked by his devotion to his
wife, Dorothea whom preceded him passing in 2004 after 62 years, his love of his family and friends, Trinity
Methodist Church, and his passion for model trains. He loved and was loved by numerous friends, who knew
him as a gentleman, genuinely kind and wise, with a delight for life, an expectant sparkle of joy in his eyes,
an easy smile, and a devotion to fairness, curiosity and understanding. He seldom criticized, but guided
gently when asked and offered valuable counsel, to the benefit of many. – A true ‘Elmer’. He maintained an
active life past his 95th birthday and could be heard giving his call regularly on the Sunday night ARES net.
He traveled regularly around the U.S. and abroad to visit his sons, grandchildren and great-grandchildren,
and continued his planning and building of new model train layouts even until just weeks before his death.
The memorial service was held on Friday, August 17th, at Westminster Oaks.
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In Remembrance of David, KD4CAF
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The Lunch Bunch
Every Friday about 11:30 a.m., hungry hams from all over
congregate at the Golden Corral on N. Monroe Street for lunch.
Not only will you be treated to a smorgasbord of culinary delights
but a feast of lively conversations about Amateur Radio and any
other topic that might come up. You do NOT have to be a ham to
join in, but anyone interested in radio, electronics and emergency
preparedness. Would you, a friend or family member have
questions about becoming a ham? Do you have an HT or rig that
needs programming? Stop on by, grab a bite and someone is
sure to help or offer good advice. A number of local amateurs are
unable to attend the monthly meetings, so the luncheons are
their contact with other club members. Many attend both the
luncheons and the regular meetings. Although no TARS
business is conducted, board members attend so that members
can enjoy an opportunity to discuss items of club interest.

Members are encouraged to submit items of interest for publication. Submitted articles (are suggested) to be no more
than a page in length and may be edited for content and grammar. The TARS officers and newsletter editor reserve
the right to determine which items will be included in The Printed Circuit. The deadline for publication is the 15th of the
month. The publication date will be around one week prior to the next business meeting.
Pictures, too. If you’ve taken pictures at an event and would like to submit them for possible inclusion in the
newsletter, forward them to the newsletter editor. Please send action shots, if possible. Faces are often preferable over
the backs of heads. Many hams may be way too overweight, so please consider using a wide-angled lens.

Disclaimer
The Printed Circuit is not representative of the views
or opinions of the whole organization, and such views
and opinions expressed herein are of the individual
author(s).

Updates of Information
If you are aware of any updates, changes or corrections to any of the information in this
newsletter such as information about Our Neighbors, Local Nets or Repeaters, please
forward that information to us at TallyAmateurRadio@Gmail.com for inclusion in future
newsletters.

E-mail Addresses

Please forward any additions or changes of e-mail addresses for delivery of the Newsletter to
TallyAmateurRadio@Gmail.com .
Also notify us if you do not wish to continue to receive the newsletter.
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Have an idea you would like to share with your fellow hams? Interested in one of the new exotic digital modes and
would like to get others interested in it too? Found a blog somewhere that you think others would find interesting?
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Topics of Interest
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Everyone is welcome – Just look for the antennas outside!
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Local Nets
North Florida Amateur Radio Emergency Communications Net
Capital District EmComm Training Net
Capital District ARES
Florida Phone Traffic Net
Florida Midday Traffic Net
North Florida Phone Net
Thomasville Amateur Radio Club • Thursday Night Net
Kid’s Net

Daily • 9:00 AM EST
except Sunday, 3950 kHz
Sunday • 7:30 PM EST
147.030 MHz K4TLH
Sunday • 8 PM EST
147.030 MHz K4TLH
Daily • 6:55 AM EST
3940 kHz
Daily • Noon EST
7242 kHz
Daily • 7:30 PM EST
3950 kHz
Thursday • 8 PM EST
147.195 repeater, (+ 600) 141.3 PL
Tuesday • 8 PM EST

SKYWARN • The first Sunday of every month, we have a special ARES/SKYWARN net. At 1930 hours EST, the net
starts on 75 meters, on or near 3810 KHz (+/- for QRM). After check-in on this initial frequency, operators attempt to
trade RST reports with WX4TAE. After check-in’s on 75 m the net moves to 40 m around 7245 KHz (+/- for QRM), and
picks up the roundtable there. At 2000 hours EST, the regular weekly Capital District ARES net meets on 147.030
MHz, and we are joined by station WX4TAE, at the National Weather Service Office in Tallahassee. During the first
portion of this net, one of the staff meteorologists joins us on the air and provides a retrospective of the previous
month's weather patterns, a brief forecast of what we might expect for the coming month and season, and also takes
specific questions from stations whom have checked in to the net. Please join us for these very informative
ARES/SKYWARN nets - the first Sunday of every month.

Our Neighbors
Thomasville Amateur Radio Club (TARC)
Meetings: The first Saturday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Plaza Restaurant in downtown
Thomasville.
Net: TARC Thursday Night Net – 8 pm local every Thursday night, 147.195 repeater, + offset, with a 141.3 PL tone.

South West GA ARES Net – 9 pm every Thursday night, 145.170 Repeater, - offset, 141.3 PL tone.
Sportsman's Paradise Amateur Radio Club (SPARC)
Meetings: Third Thursday of each month at the Wakulla County Emergency Management Facility at 7:30 pm.

Jefferson County
Net: Monday evening at 8:00 pm on the Monticello, WX4JEF, 145.43 repeater; 94.8 PL tone.
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SKYWARN NET (See below)
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Monday • 8:00 PM EST
145.43 MHz, WX4JEF, 94.8 PL
First Sunday • 7:30 PM EST
WX4TAE, 3810 kHz (+/-)

Jefferson County Net
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145.170 MHz, KE4URL, (-600) 141.3 PL
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Repeaters
Emergency
Power

Crawfordville

Wakulla

K4WAK

Crawfordville

Wakulla

Greensboro

Digital
Mode

Output
Freq

CTCSS
Encode

No

145.450 -

94.8

300

K4WAK

Yes

444.450 +

94.8

400

Gadsden

K4GFD

Unk

147.39 +

94.8

Unk

Monticello

Jefferson

WX4JEF

Unk

145.430 -

94.8

Unk

Quincy

Gadsden

W4EAF

Yes

147.165+

94.8

250

Tallahassee

Leon

N4PG

Yes

146.610 -

203.5

200

Tallahassee

Leon

AE4S

Yes

146.655 -

94.8

600

Tallahassee

Leon

K4TLH

Yes

146.910 -

94.8

375

Tallahassee

Leon

K4TLH

Yes

147.030 +

94.8

750

Tallahassee

Leon

KA4EOC

Yes

147.285 +

94.8

350

Tallahassee

Leon

K4TLH

Yes

442.100 +

94.8

P-25

Aux or Remote Site

State

Antenna
Height

600

Statewide links with:
Lake City 444.9 / 110.9
Yulee 442.9 / 127.3
Jacksonville xxx.x /
Madison 444.3 / 94.8
Tallahassee

Leon

K4TLH

No

442.850 +

94.8

275

Tallahassee

Leon

KJ4G

Yes

443.400 +

131.8

Tallahassee

Leon

AE4S

Yes

443.950 +

94.8

500

Tallahassee

Leon

N4NKV

Yes

444.400 +

131.8

CRMC
(200)

Tallahassee

Leon

KD4MOJ

Yes

444.0

94.8

TMH
(200)

Tallahassee

Leon

NF4DG

Yes

D-Star

146.835 -

DV

180

Tallahassee

Leon

NF4DG

Yes

D-Star

443.45 +

DV

180

Tallahassee

Leon

NF4DG

Yes

D-Star

1293 -

DV

180

Tallahassee

Leon

NF4DG

Yes

D-Star

1253

DD

180

Wacissa

Jefferson

K4TLH

No

147.00

94.8

300

Reno

Georgia

KE4URL

Yes

145.170 -

141.3

600

Host of Echolink Node
#3950

The Repeater list is now available on the TARS website (www.k4tlh.net/repeaters).
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Call
Sign
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County
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Location
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Amateur HF Emergency Hurricane Nets
Submitted by Sal Martocci, K4YFW
th

kHZ

Mode Usage

03808.0
03815.0
03845.0
03862.5
03865.0
03872.5

LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB

03873.0
03873.0
03873.0
03873.0
03910.0
03910.0
03910.0
03915.0
03923.0
03923.0
03925.0
03925.0
03927.0
03935.0
03935.0
03935.0
03935.0
03935.0
03940.0
03944.0
03950.0

LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB

07242.0
07243.0
07243.0
07245.0
07247.5
07248.0
07250.0
07254.0
07260.0
07264.0
07265.0

LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB

07268.0
07268.0
07273.0
07275.0
07280.0
07280.0
07283.0
07285.0
07285.0
07285.0
07285.0
07290.0
07290.0
07290.0
07290.0

LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB

03950.0
03955.0
03960.0
03965.0
03967.0
03970.0
03975.0
03975.0
03993.5
03993.5
03995.0
07145.0
07165.0
07165.0
07225.0
07232.0

LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB

07290.0
07290.0
07290.0
14185.0
14222.0
14245.0
14265.0

LSB
LSB
LSB
USB
USB
USB
USB

07235.0
07235.0
07235.0
07240.0

LSB
LSB
LSB
LSB

14268.0
14275.0
14275.0
14300.0
14300.0
14303.0
14313.0
14313.0
14316.0
14320.0
14325.0

USB
USB
USB
USB
USB
USB
USB
USB
USB
USB
USB

14340.0
21310.0
28450.0

USB
USB
USB

07240.0

LSB

Caribbean Wx (1030)
Inter-island (continuous watch)
Gulf Coast West Hurricane
Mississippi Section Traffic
West Virginia Emergency
Mercury Amateur Radio Assoc ad hoc
hurricane info net (0100)
West Gulf ARES Emergency (night)
Central Gulf Coast Hurricane
Louisiana ARES Emergency (night)
Mississippi ARES Emergency
Central Texas Emergency
Mississippi ARES
Louisiana Traffic
South Carolina SSB NTS
Mississippi ARES
N. Carolina ARES Emergency (Tarheel)

Central Gulf Coast Hurricane
Louisiana Emergency (altn)
North Carolina ARES (health & welfare)

Central Gulf Coast Hurricane
Louisiana ARES (health & welfare)
Texas ARES (health & welfare)
Mississippi ARES (health & welfare)
Alabama Emergency
Southern Florida Emergency
West Gulf Emergency
Hurricane Watch (Amateur-to-National
Hurricane Center) (altn)
Northern Florida Emergency
South Texas Emergency
North East Coast Hurricane
Alabama Emergency (altn)
Gulf Coast (outgoing traffic)
New Jersey ARES
Georgia ARES
Texas RACES (altn)
Gulf Coast (health & welfare)
S. Carolina ARES/RACES Emergency
Gulf Coast Wx
Bermuda
Antigua/Antilles Emergency and Wx
Inter-island 40m (continuous watch)
Central Gulf Coast Hurricane
North Carolina ARES Emergency
(Tarheel) (altn)
Louisiana Emergency
Central Gulf Coast Hurricane
Louisiana Emergency
American Red Cross US Gulf Coast
Disaster
Texas Emergency

S. Florida ARES Emergency (altn)
Alabama Emergency
South Carolina Emergency
Southern Louisiana
N. Florida ARES Emergency (altn)
Texas RACES (pri)
Texas Emergency
Northern Florida Emergency
Gulf Coast West Hurricane
Gulf Coast (health & welfare)
Salvation Army Team Emergency
Radio (SATERN)
Bermuda
Waterway
Texas ARES (altn)
Georgia ARES
NTS Region 5
Louisiana Emergency (altn)
Gulf Coast (outgoing only)
West Gulf ARES Emergency (day)
Louisiana ARES Emergency (day)
Mississippi ARES Emergency
Texas ARES Emergency (day)
Central Gulf Coast Hurricane
Gulf Coast Wx
Texas ARES (health & welfare)
Louisiana ARES (health & welfare)
(day)
Texas ARES (health & welfare)
Mississippi ARES (health & welfare)
Traffic
Caribbean Emergency
Health & Welfare
Health & Welfare
Salvation Army Team Emergency
Radio (SATERN) (health & welfare)
Amateur Radio Readiness Group
Bermuda
International Amateur Radio
Intercontinental Traffic
Maritime Mobile Service
International Assistance & Traffic
Intercontinental Traffic (altn)
Maritime Mobile Service (altn)
Health & Welfare
Health & Welfare
Hurricane Watch (Amateur-toNational Hurricane Center)
Louisiana (1900)
Health & Welfare (Spanish)
Health & Welfare (Spanish)
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The peak of our hurricane season arrives September 10
– Here are the important nets and frequencies that may be activated: Contact Sal, K4YFW, for updates and/or more info.
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Ham Happenings
On-Air events of interest • submitted by Gerry Gross, WA6POZ
Contest and QSO Parties
Sept 1
Sept 2
Sept 3
Sept 7
Sept 8
Sept 8
Sept 8
Sept 9
Sept 15
Sept 15
Sept 15
Sept 16
Sept 26

1200Z-Sept 2 0400Z
1800Z-Sept 3 0300Z
2300Z-Sept 4 0300Z
1800Z-Sept 8 1800Z
1400Z-Sept 9 0200Z
1600Z-2400Z
1800Z-Sept 10 0259Z
0000Z-0400Z CW
6amL-Sept 16 12mL
1400Z-Sept 16 0300Z
1600Z-Sept 16 2400Z
0000Z-0400Z Ph
1400Z-Sept 26 web

Colorado QSO Party
Tennessee QSO Party
MI QRP Labor Day Sprint
QCWA Fall QSO Party
Arkansas QSO Party
Ohio State Parks on the air
ARRL Sept VHF Contest
North American Sprint
ARRL 10 GHz and Up
South Carolina QSO Party
Washington State Salmon Run
North American Sprint
Texas QSO Party

www.ppraa.org/coqp
www.tnqp.org
www.qsl.net/miqrpclub/contest.htm
www.qcwa.org/qso-party.htm
www.arkanhams.org
www.parks.portcars.org
www.arrl.org/contests
www.ncjweb.com
www.arrl.org/contests
www.scqso.com
www.wwdxc.org
www.ncjweb.com
www.txqp.org

Z = UTC • L = Local – Contests and QSO Parties Source” QST & WA7BMW

Prefix
D2
F
FO
G
GW
HH
IS0
OD
PY
RI1F
SV9
T6
T6
T6
VP8/H
VQ9
V5
SV9
ZS
5R
DU
T6
FR
8Q
KH8/S
ZB2
3B8
EA6
ZK2
JA
JW
GM
OX
JW
HB0
9H
9A
3D2/C
FR
VP2V
5Z
9A
OH0

Call
Operator
D3AA
UA1QV
TM175PO
F1PSH
FO/F5LCI (OC-066)
2O12L
G4WNF
www.2o12l.com
2O12W
GW1FKY
www.2o12w.com
HH2/9A7GAE (NA-096)
web.hamradio.hr/9a7gae
IM0/I0PNM (EU-165)
OD5/IV3XNF
PP2/DL3SEZ
RI1FJ
UA2FM (EU-019)
SX9S
SV9AUE
T6MO
K9GY
T6RH
NI5DX
www.inet.hr/9a6aa/T6TJ.htm
T6SS, T6TJ, & T6VT DL4ST& 9A6AA
RI1ANF ZS1ANF (AN-010)
VQ9JC
ND9M
V55V & V5/DF2UU
SV9/ON6DSL/p (EU-015)
ZS/IW5ELA
5R8VE
F4EZG (AF-090)
DX0N (OC-174)
LZ1CNN
FR/DF8AN
8Q7OE
OE4JHW (AS-013)
NH8S
AA4NN (OC-200) www.nh8s.org
ZG2 stations
3B8/IW5ELA
EA6/IZ4WNA (EU-004)
ZK2GJ & ZK2RS W7GJ & ZL1RS
JI3DST/JI1 (AS-008)
JW8DW & JW9HH LA8DW & LA9HH
MS0OXE M0URX (EU-008)
m0urx.com/oqrs
XP2I
OZ1BII
JW5E
HB0/ON4ACP & others
users.telenet.be/on4ann
9H3AK
ON6KE (EU-023)
www.qrz.com/db/9H3AK
9A8ZRS S57L (EU-110)
3D2C
YT1AD (OC-112)
www.yt1ad.info/3d2c/index.html
FR/DJ7RJ
VP2V/AA7V
5Z4EE
NV7E
9A8OK
OK1HWS (EU-090)
OG0Z, OH0I & OH0Z W0MM & OH3BHL

DX sources - The Daily DX, 425 DX News, or DX Zone

Gerry, WA6POZ wa6poz@comcast.net
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To
31-Oct
10-Sep
1-Nov
9-Sep
9-Sep
30-Sep
3-Sep
31-Oct
3-Sep
1-Jul
31-Dec
31-Mar
1-Nov
30-Sep
28-Feb
15-Nov
15-Sep
3-Sep
5-Sep
3-Sep
30-Sep
31-Mar
10-Sep
14-Sep
18-Sep
11-Sep
12-Sep
10-Sep
20-Nov
16-Sep
19-Sep
21-Sep
17-Sep
16-Sep
22-Sep
27-Sep
30-Sep
5-Oct
21-Oct
1-Oct
30-Sep
6-Oct
30-Sep

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

From
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
14-Aug
26-Aug
27-Aug
28-Aug
1-Sep
1-Sep
1-Sep
2-Sep
3-Sep
4-Sep
4-Sep
6-Sep
7-Sep
8-Sep
12-Sep
12-Sep
13-Sep
13-Sep
15-Sep
18-Sep
22-Sep
24-Sep
26-Sep
26-Sep
26-Sep
29-Sep
29-Sep
29-Sep
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The TARS Trading Post
Equipment Available to TARS
MFJ 989 roller-inductor antenna tuner
MFJ 259 antenna analyzer
MFJ 949C VersaTuner II Antenna Tuner
Heathkit SB-220 80-10 meter HF amplifier, operating condition is unknown. Steve,
AD4E suggests the following two options for this piece of equipment:
1. a member with appropriate background give this amplifier a good check to confirm
its status; or
2. the amplifier be sold as-is on eBay (or similar) with the proceeds going to the club’s
treasury.
If someone has a better suggestion/idea, please share them with the club & e-mail
to ad4e@arrl.net

Art Marshall W1FJI: Equipment for Sale - Contact Art at w1fji@comcast.net

MFJ Mobile Tuner Model MFJ 945E
HF + 6 meters, rated for 300 watts without the 12v DC module for the meter light.
$65.00
MFJ Econo Keyer II Model 401C
With 12v dc module
$40.00

Assisting Other Amateurs: Towers, Equipment Maintenance
As of right now I can still climb towers which is a real good asset that I have - assisting other amateurs with installing
equipment and antennas and being able to maintain the equipment with proper test equipment and be able to put up
antennas upon request. I Carry an F.C.C. radiotelephone operator’s license and degree in electronics technology from
the University of Alaska Anchorage.
Michael Williams, AL1A, al1amdw@gmail.com Phone: 850-727-1539

New Cable and Wall Mount
For $5, I have a new in the package Wall Mount 3-3/4'' (fits up to 1-1/2'' mast).
For $60, I have 100' of JT2008 (Jet Stream) RG8/U PL259 on each. Items are new and still in original packing. They
have never been used. Joshua Gilmore, jcgilmore10@gmail.com

CALL SIGN (or anything) embroidered, screen printed, or applied in vinyl
Contact Marshall Griffiss, N4DOG of Stitching by Design Locally owned and operated.
n4dog@comcast.net Phone: (850)391-4967 www.stitchingbydesign.net

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

AEA MODEL WM-30 HF SWR METER
Two ranges 300w and 3kw without the 12v DC module for the meter light.
$50.00

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Crystal filter YF-4555H 400 A, Freq 455 khz.
Crystal filter YF-455H2.1, Freq 455 khz.
Crystal Filter YF-88H2.1, Freq 8830 khz.
$25.00 each

SEPTEMBER 2012

Webster Band Spanner HF mobile antenna, long style, with super heavy duty spring, $100.00 firm.
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Russell Wood, WA4DZL (SK): Radio Equipment Sale
We regret to inform the Tallahassee amateur community of the passing of Russell Wood, WA4DZL, on June 14, 2012. Russ
was an electronics engineer, employed by the FSU Mag Lab. He was Veteran of the U.S. Army, serving as a demolitions expert in
the Special Forces. He enjoyed many hobbies including, especially, the design and construction of Tesla Coils, performance cars,
and, of course, ham radio. Russ was instrumental in the construction of the AE4S repeaters. We will miss him.
To assist his family in disposing of Russ' ham radio equipment, a few items are being listed in this issue of the TARS newsletter.
Russ took great pride in the operation and care of his equipment. If interested,
please contact Jerry Kessler, N4JL, at (850) 212-6455 or N4JL@att.net

$980.00

HF/50 MHZ All-Mode Transceiver including:
1. PS-85 Power Supply,
2. HM-36 Hand Microphone,
3. UT-102 Voice Synthesizer,
4. Instruction Manual,
5. Unused DC Power Cable, and
6. Other original accessories.
Features:
1. All filters are built-in,
2. IF-DSP, automatic antenna tuner,
3. Spectrum scope,
4. Triple band stacking registers,
5. Electronic keyer.
All in excellent condition cosmetically and electronically. Photo shows radio in full carrier transmit
mode with output power of 100 watts as indicated on Bird 43 Wattmeter (not included). This is a nice
radio. You will not be disappointed.

Icom
IC-W32A

$185.00

Dual Band (VHF/UHF) Hand-held Transceiver with:
1. Antenna,
2. Hand strap,
3. Belt Clip,
4. Rechargeable Battery,
5. BC-119N Desktop Rapid Charger,
6. DC Power Cable,
7. CP-12 Cigar Lighter Cable with Filter,
8. Instruction Manual and Pocket Operating Guide.
Radio is like new and completely functional. Battery is brand new
1,000 mAh Ni-MH; you will be the first to charge it.

MFJ
MFJ-219B

$60.00

MFJ
MFJ-259B

$175.00

UHF 440 MHz SWR Analyzer. Nice companion
meter to MFJ-259 series to provide SWR
measurement in the 420-450 MHz band. Use
for antennas and resonant networks. Like new
in original box with Instruction Manual.

HF/VHF SWR Analyzer. Measures and displays Cable
Length, Cable Loss, Capacitance, Impedance
Magnitude and Phase, Inductance, Reactance,
Resistance, Resonance, Return Loss, Signal
Frequency, and SWR. Like new in original box with
Instruction Manual.

SEPTEMBER 2012

Icom
IC-756 Pro

Description

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

Price

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Mfg / Model
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Speaker System
Altec Lansing VS4121 Speaker system (2.1) with sub-woofer for laptops, desktops, iPhones, iPads, Android phones
and tablets, etc. I no longer need this system and am selling for $40.00. New systems selling under Buy Now on
eBay are going for around $160.00, and used start at $40.00.
Contact Chief at Chief, KA5USN

Charlie Allen, KD4MOG (SK): Radio Equipment Sale
As some of you already know, Charlie Allen, KD4MOG, became a "silent key" some time back.
His wife, Janete, is offering his radio equipment for sale as-is & “best offer”.
This equipment is located just north of Tallahassee out North Monroe, across the Ochlockonee River,
then turn left on Shady Rest Rd., a.k.a. CR 270. If you’re interested in any of this equipment
please go ahead & contact Janete directly at fjanete@hotmail.com
If not available - please contact Steve AD4E (TARS Equipment) ad4e@arrl.net

Realistic - TRC-24 - Integrated
Circuit

YAESU-SSB – Transceiver FT.101

Kenwood TS 520-S
Transceiver & Heathkit Linear
Amplifier

Heathkit - Solid State Stereo
Receiver

Sencore - Solid State Instant
on - TC.154 tube tester

Realistic - AC&12V, 23
channel Transceiver

ALSO:
• KLM-Multi-27000 2M-PLLTransceiver
• Cushman-CE-31A - FM
Radio Test Set
• BK Precision - 10mhzscope 1476
Pearce Companion receiver

Motorola PT-500 & MT-500

Realistic- Solid State
Communications Receiver

Vertex (Yaesu) VX-150 2m
HT & TEKK Terminator 1
(Pair)

All items shown
can be sold
separately.

CB Radio chargers and misc
parts...

If you have personal amateur radio items that you would like to sell or need, we will publish short
requests in the newsletter, subject to editorial review. Please send your requests to the newsletter
editor at TallyAmateurRadio@gGmail.com by the 15th of the month.

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

Lafayette - Telsat-924

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Realistic- DX-100 General
Coverage Receiver
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Thank you. Steve – AD4E
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Minutes of the Previous TARS Meeting
Thursday, August 2, 2012
Compiled by Larry Pushor, KI4MAJ, Secretary

The TARS August meeting was held for the last time at the St. Francis of Assisi Episcopal Church
on Old Bainbridge Road on August 2, 2012.
CALL to ORDER at 7:10 p.m.
President Dan Moniz, KI4HGO, opened the meeting welcoming the 31 members in attendance.

GUEST SPEAKER: Vice President, Mike Maynard, K4ICY, introduced this evening’s speakers,
Dave Barton, AI4GF, and Stewart Chandler from the National Weather Service office here in
Tallahassee. They discussed how amateur radio is used in the weather service office. They also
covered the SKYWARN weather spotter program and the type of information the weather service
office is interested in as provided by spotters.
BREAK - 50/50 was held; Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ, was the winner.

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT
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URGENT BUSINESS:
The president called for a report from the relocation committee comprised of Randy Pierce,
AG4UU, Nick Simoncini, KI4FTK, and Nick Adams, W4EAF. Randy made the report. The State
EOC is not an option given security issues. David Miner interjected that he has requested the
diocese to allow us to continue using the facility after things have been settled. The Ocala Publix
is not an option as that time has been taken. Randy has tried to contact the manager at the new
Killearn Publix but they keep missing each other. This Publix is the same as the Ocala site, but
just larger. It is still an option. Robert Lyons, KI4BLI, a new member, talked with Randy about two
church sites. First is the City Church of Tallahassee at 1184 Capital Circle NE located in a strip
mall close to the Capt Pete’s House of Gyros restaurant. The second is Robert’s own church on
Highway 90 out past the I-10 junction. The City Church has adequate parking and there would be
no cost to us. The church said they would like the option of their young people being able to
become involved with amateur radio. Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ, moved that the executive board
investigate the City Church facility and if acceptable to finalize the offer and to do so by Thursday,
August 16th. It was seconded and after discussion, passed.

SEPTEMBER 2012

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS: David Hechler, KA2CAA, and Jonathan Liedy, KK4JWK,
introduced themselves.
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Dan briefly discussed his health issues and his term as president. The club members voiced
strong support for him
NEW MEMBERS: The vote was called and David Hechler and Jonathan Liedy were both approved
for TARS membership.
MINUTES AND TREASURER’S REPORT: The minutes were approved without any changes.
Nick Adams gave the treasurer’s report. The club began this accounting period with a total of
$2170.59 in the checking and savings accounts together. There was $40.75 in receipts and
$591.06 in expenses. This leaves a total of $1620.28 in the accounts.

•

Testing: Alan Terrell, N4KGT, reported that testing will be conducted on Tuesday, August
7, at St. Francis Church at 7:00 pm.

•

Repeaters: Randy Pierce stated that all the repeaters are doing fine. He is committing to
getting all the remaining parts off of the old van. He will also get the muffler system off.
Nirmal Singh, KE4URL, volunteered to bring a piece of equipment by to lift the tower off.

•

Equipment: Mike Maynard called attention to the list of radio equipment of a ham who
died. The list was sent out in a special email, but will be listed again in the next newsletter.

NEW BUSINESS:
Alan Torledsky, W1ABT, had something to add about Art Marshall, W1FJI. If you add ‘- 14’ to Art’s
call sign and you are up near Killearn Lake Elementary School, within a 10 mile radius, you can
now hit his RMS node through the Winlink2K program. Alan would be willing to help anyone
wanting to get involved in that.
Alan also mentioned that next Saturday, August 11, at 9:00 am we have been invited to come out
to the State EOC for a training session. This is an ARES meeting. He would like to have about 20
hams and 2 more ECs to sign up for this session. Please contact Alan by email at
W1ABT@hotmail.com if you can do this.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:41.
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Education: No report.
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•
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COMMITTEE REPORTS:
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TARS Treasurer’s Report
August 2012
Compiled by Nick Adams, W4EAF, Treasurer

$ 307.12
1290.64
$1597.76

Receipts derived from the following:
$ 9.00 50/50 from August meeting
9.00 Donation
15.00 Member Dues
$ 33.00 Total
Expenditures:
$ 29.22 Talquin Electric for Bethel Rd Tower, 8-08-12 billing
60.00 Post Office Box rent to January 2013
$ 89.22 Total
Outstanding Expenses:
None
Ending Balances on August 15, 2012:
Checking Account:
Savings Account:
Total

$ 307.12
1290.64
$1597.76

2 Members renewed or joined since last report.
2 Individuals
0 Family members
0 Students
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$ 33.00
$ 89.22
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Summary of month’s activities:
Total receipts for the month
Total Expenses for the month

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Beginning balance August 15, 2012
Checking Account:
Savings Account:
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The Amateur's Code
written by Paul M. Segal, W9EEA, in 1928

The Radio Amateur is...
CONSIDERATE
Never knowingly operates in such a way as to lessen the pleasure of others.

LOYAL
Offers loyalty, encouragement, and support to other amateurs, local clubs, and the American
Radio Relay League, through which Amateur Radio in the United States is represented
nationally and internationally.

PROGRESSIVE

PATRIOTIC
A station and skill always ready for service to country and community.

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

BALANCED
Radio is an avocation, never interfering with duties
owed to family, job, school, church or community.

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

FRIENDLY
Slow and patient in operating when requested; friendly advice and counsel to the beginner;
kindly assistance, cooperation and consideration for the interest of others. These are the
hallmarks of the amateur service.
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Progressive with knowledge abreast of science, a well-built and efficient station
and operation above reproach.
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Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society
New Membership / Renewal Form

Students (with valid ID) can join for free!
New members pay a reduced prorated amount based on the number of months remaining in the calendar year
($1.25 per month). Renewing members pay $15 dues; except after July, dues become $7.50. After September,
they drop to $5.00.
Please make your dues check payable to the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society (or TARS). Bring your check
with the additional information to the next monthly meeting of the Society and give it to the Treasurer, or mail
your check and this form to the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society, C/O Treasurer, P. O. Box 37127,
Tallahassee, FL, 32315.
If you are interested in becoming a member of the American Radio Relay League (ARRL), their dues are $39
annually and includes a subscription to QST Magazine, that is published both by mail and in an online format.
Go to http://www.arrl.org/join.html for membership in the ARRL. TARS is an ARRL sanctioned organization.

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

Membership dues for the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society run $15 annually per individual or family.

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

You need not be a licensed amateur radio operator to join the Society. An interest in radio communications is
all that is required.
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This form can be used for new members or for renewals. If you have not changed any information from last
year, merely make payment to TARS. Complete the form with your name and indicate your member type and
ARRL membership status. For Family status, complete a form for each member.
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